The Items and Things you can do with Glass Etching and Sandcarving
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Discover the World of Glass Etching & Sandcarving

This is a free report that will show you some of the interesting glass items you can etch to help expand your creativity. Also, you can even etch and sandcarve other materials such as wood, metal, tile/ ceramic, marble, or rock.

Whether you’re a complete newbie to glass etching/ sandcarving or have been working with it for all your life, this should give you some customized ideas. These can be used for a hobby or a business service that you provide. If you chose to get into business making customized glass etchings, you can try and implement all these ideas listed to broaden your customer reach.

Now, I realized that some people come to my website in interest of using glass etching cream and others are seeking information for glass sandblast etching/ sandcarving processes. Although my primary specialty is working with glass sandblasting, the information manual at http://www.glassetchingsecrets.com/info.html covers both types.
Here is a list of some of the interesting items you can easily personalize without the need for expensive equipment:

1. Etching Glass Mugs and Cups:

2. Wine/ Champagne Glass Set
3. Cake Dishes, Baking Dish, & Cookie Jar Glass

4. Etched Glass Mirror
   a. For Bar
   b. Home Decoration
   c. Business Signs
5. Plain Flat Glass Decoration/ Lighted Glass Displays
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6. Corporate and Business Awards
7. Glass Name Plates for Office Desk
8. Christmas Glass Ornaments

9. Glass Paper Weights

10. Car Window Customization & VIN etching

11. Glass Shower Bathtub Doors
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12. Glass Coasters

13. Flower Vases

14. Shot Glasses

15. Glass Table Tops
16. **Personalized Candles**

17. **Privacy Glass Windows/Doors**

18. **Storefront Windows**

19. **Glass Picture Frames and Photo Etching/ Halftone Etching**
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20. **Wine Bottle Gift**
   a. For Wedding Present
   b. Anniversary Present
   c. Birthday Gift

These are all just some of the simple items and ideas that you can etch for a personalized permanent elegant look. But with little more practice, knowledge, and skill you can also create artistic glass etching with a variety of techniques and one of the bonus section explains all these techniques. You can order and take a look at [http://www.glassetchingsecrets.com/info.html](http://www.glassetchingsecrets.com/info.html).

To learn more about glass etching and sandcarving, you can order the info. Manual, “Glass Etching Secrets”. To refresh you will learn about glass etching/sandcarving that doesn’t have outdated information with insight of advanced technology and my secret money saving sources.

Also, I included these bonuses:
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1. **Advanced Glass Etching Techniques and Strategies:** This guide explains the different advanced techniques such as Single Stage Etching, Multi-Stage Carving, and Shading. With a step by step tutorial!

2. **The Graphic Software Free Guide:** Graphics software can do wonders for you to enhance your stencil design and allow you to personalize it anyway you want. These programs can cost Hundreds of DOLLARS, but this will show you where to get it FREE and save you a lot of money. (Learn to save $700 and get it FREE)

3. **The Graphics Vectorization Software Free Guide:** Vectorization software allows you to convert graphics into a sophisticated format to allow enlargement possibilities with a click of a button. These are nearly a few hundred to a few thousand dollars. Here you can find out how to get this software FREE and see all the other advanced possibilities with it! (Learn to save $600 and get it FREE)

4. **Links to Free Designs I use for Some Glass Etching Projects:** A lot of people don't know about all the free designs that are available on the web. Here you can find the secret links to hundreds of different graphics for FREE

5. **Links to Thousands of Resizable Vector Logos:** Get the inside scoop on the secret links to thousands of FREE logos from the sophisticated Vector Graphic Format. Some of the graphics include your favorite companies such as College Logos, Ferrari Logos, BMW logos, Nearly Every Car Logo, and Sports Team Logos (value $100)

6. **Sandblasting with Different Glass Types:** Before you sandblast on glass you have to know the limitations for the certain type of glass. This guide goes over Annealed glass, and Safety Glass which is comprised of Tempered and Laminated glass. Know what you can and can't etch into these different types of glass before its too late!

You can Download all of it Now by clicking the link below
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